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Reviewer's report:

This revised manuscript has been improved well and provides valuable evidence concerning Zuo Jin Wan as a candidate modifier of MDR.

However, this manuscript contains several expressions which seem to be better to be revised as listed below, since this paper is relating the OHP resistance in MDR colorectal cells.

1. Abstract. conclusion ; ZJW reverse MDR >> ZJW reverse OHP resistance in MDR human ....

2. Results. title and text
   3.1 MDR phenotype >> OHP resistance
   3.2. MDR >> OHP resistance, MDR phenotype >> OHP resistance
text. line 6. MDR >> OHP resistance
   3.4. MDR >> OHP resistance

3. Figure title..
   Fig. 1. MDR phenotype >> OHP resistance
   Fig. 2.4.5 Title of these figures should be revised to suitable one.

Level of interest: An article of importance in its field

Quality of written English: Needs some language corrections before being published

Statistical review: No, the manuscript does not need to be seen by a statistician.
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